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Trading STraTEgy

ThE SunriSE EvoluTion Program focuses a three decade legacy of investment success into what we believe is the most compelling 

and dynamic offering in our firm’s rich history. Applying a unique blend of diversified systematic investment approaches across a 

wide range of global sectors, markets and time frames, Sunrise evolution is designed to consistently capture an array of market 

inefficiencies and deliver to investors a regular stream of alpha that has a low correlation to traditional investment strategies.

Sunrise Evolution does not make fundamental market calls but rather, identifies price trends, patterns and other anomalies that 

we believe offer a high statistical likelihood of delivering consistent investment profits over time. Through a perspective forged by 

our extensive investment experience, Sunrise evolution offers investors exposure to a wide range of long and short opportunities in 

equities, fixed income, commodities and currencies which are agnostic to economic downturns and other factors that often hinder 

traditional investment approaches.
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ThE SunriSE EvoluTion Program is designed to meet the needs of qualified investors looking to find compelling 
new sources of absolute return and better diversify their portfolios.

Sunrise Evolution is a strategy designed to enhance your investment portfolio
the Sunrise evolution Program is designed to participate in a range of market price 
inefficiencies and anomalies while preserving capital during times when such invest-
ment opportunities are not present. Accordingly, Sunrise evolution can be 100% long, 
100% short, 100% neutral, or any iteration between, depending on the opportunity set 
presented by global markets.

Incorporating Sunrise Evolution’s flexible, self-adjusting investment approach into a 
portfolio gives investors the opportunity to capture alpha from opportunities that are 
not present in most traditional portfolios. As a result, investors increase their chance of 
achieving steadier, lower volatility portfolio returns and provide themselves an op-
portunity for compelling performance in times of market crisis such as 2008. indeed, 
Sunrise Evolution offers investors the potential for true portfolio diversification as it is designed 
to thrive just as readily in bear markets as it is in bull environments by seeking multi-directional 
alpha from a highly diversified range of asset classes, geographies, and time frames.

Facts about the Sunrise Evolution Program:

 � Strives to outperform all traditional and alternative investment benchmarks

 � Designed to enhance any portfolio by improving overall portfolio returns and reducing overall portfolio volatility

 � Trades a diverse range of more than 80 markets and market relationships across the global equity, fixed income, cur-
rency, metals and energy sectors

 � uses a proprietary set of systematic risk management tools to ensure investment allocations are sized and managed 
prudently

 � Provides a solid alternative to the massive downside volatility presented by long-only and traditional “Buy & hold” invest-
ment strategies that are common to most portfolios

 � Compared to traditional approaches, Sunrise evolution:

 »trades across a diverse array of sectors and markets in search of opportunities far different than those sought by most 
investment strategies

 »Has the flexibility to invest both long and short in a wide variety of global markets

 »Actively manages risk to mitigate drawdowns typical to some quantitative trading strategies

 »Trades based on probabilities and a range of other quantitative factors and is designed to not engage in unfavorable 
market environments in order to protect investor profit

 � Designed to profit in a majority of its trades and do so at a level that significantly outweighs losses incurred in minority of  
trades

 � Based on years of research and development and live trading since January 2013

 � Diversifies portfolio risk through low correlation to traditional and many alterative investment strategies

 � Currently trading over $150 million with an estimated capacity of several billion

 � investable via Sunrise’s Flagship Master/Feeder fund structure, the Alphametrix Platform, and separately managed accounts
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INVESTMENT REVIEW 

June 2013 

The Sunrise Evolution Program gained 0.1% in June as wild market volatility returned with a vengeance and 
global investors found themselves on a rough ride in equities, fixed income and commodities throughout 
much of the latter half of the month. At the center of the maelstrom were June 19 comments by Ben 
Bernanke regarding the tapering of the Federal Reserve’s bond buying program as well as growing global 
concerns about the Chinese economy. The net effect of these and other factors was a violent market 
shakeup that sent many investors rushing for the exits and caused a sector decoupling that few could have 
predicted as the month began.  
 
Just about any type of portfolio was tested mightily in June and many emerged from the month 
significantly worse off. Thankfully, Sunrise’s Flagship investment program (renamed Sunrise Evolution 
effective July 1, 2013) held up quite nicely amidst the chaos. How did Sunrise avoid significant trouble in 
June? Three words – diversification, diversification, and diversification. As noted in previous reports, we have 
worked tirelessly over the past several years to better diversify and fortify our investment models with more 
investment techniques and exposure to more time frames in light of the “risk on/risk off” phenomenon that 
has characterized markets over the past half-decade. While this important work continues, we are 
confident that we’ve made tremendous strides already and we firmly believe that Sunrise Evolution’s 
performance in June offers further support that Sunrise has a compelling answer for today’s tumultuous 
global markets.  
 
Providing the most protection for the Program was the metals sector which yielded tremendous profits 
throughout June. Gold’s epic mid-month drop was right in the sweet spot of the short position we have 
been building throughout the year and accompanying shorts in copper, nickel, aluminum and silver bore 
additional fruit. While many portfolios were ill-prepared when gold did not move inversely with stocks in the 
wake of Bernanke’s mid-month comments (as gold has typically done during the post-2008 timeframe) our 
nimble and highly diversified Program played off of a range of unique price and volatility cues and 
exploited the metals crash to perfection.  
 
The Program also found itself well in front of the reversal across U.S. bond markets that sharply accelerated 
in June. While many portfolios suffered doubly when stocks and bonds dropped together, Sunrise’s 
diversified approach allowed us to capture significant profits with short positions across the U.S. yield curve 
and in Canada as well. These North American profits were more than sufficient to offset fixed income losses 
in less cooperative European and Japanese markets. 
 
Rounding out the profitable side of Sunrise’s investment ledger were the agricultural and energies sectors, 
both of which largely followed the lead of metals downward and rewarded the Program’s ability to nimbly 
short when opportunity arises. Particularly beneficial to Sunrise’s investors in June were price fall-offs in RBOB 
gasoline, gasoil, Brent crude and wheat. Sunrise’s profits in energies and agriculturals easily offset small 
monthly losses in rubber and cattle.  
 
Several currencies were affected quite significantly by the events of June and that volatility we have come 
to expect in these markets was present in spades. Fortunately for Sunrise, diversification once again saved 
the day as solid profits shorting the Australian dollar and buying British pounds and Euros in large part offset 
losses incurred shorting the Japanese yen, Singapore dollar, New Zealand dollar, and South African rand.  
 
Finally, the story of June is not complete without a discussion of equities, a sector in which like most any 
investor, Sunrise suffered fairly significant losses for the month. Markets around the globe all moved 
downward sharply as the Fed signaled it would taper its bond buying program in light of a recovering US 
economy and as China exhibited strong hints of economic weakness. These sharp equity moves worked 
against the long positions Sunrise had carried into June in the wake of the five month bull market that 
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exploded just after the New Year began. Many markets contributed losses to the Program and Sunrise felt 
the pain in Asian, European and North American markets. Notably however, the Program’s losses within the 
various S&P sub-sectors it invests were relatively muted as the more patient, longer term aspects of our suite 
of investment models stayed in large part above the equity fray. While the S&P fell 90 points in the days 
after Bernanke’s June 19 remarks, it subsequently gained back 60 by the end of the month on speculation 
that tapering may not happen as early as feared, especially in light of revised Q1 GDP down to 1.8%. 
 
We hope that diversification was your friend in June and that your investment portfolio handled the month 
as well as the Sunrise Evolution Program. If not, we urge you to further explore the diversification power of 
multi-asset, long/short investment approaches such as those offered by Sunrise. We welcome any 
conversation you might want to have with us regarding the events of June and general benefits of the 
kinds of diversifying investment products we at Sunrise have been perfecting since our 1980 inception. 


